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[ INSIGHTS ]
FLORAL SPLENDOR FROM THE LAB
The New York and Istanbul based artist Sonia Li
has created an artificial flower garden with her
walk-through installation as the center of the
compassion mandala,"Buddhaverse", which also
features two technologies from Empa's Advanced
Fibers lab: an artificial turf made of bicomponent
fibers with a polyamide core and a recycled polymer
film coated with a conductive nanometal layer in
Empa's plasma coating facility. Lasers were used
to cut floral motifs out of the film, which shimmer
in a multicolored way in the installation's UV light.
The conductivity of the nanocoating will be used
to create a space with interactive multi-sensory
experiences when the work is developed further,
the artist said. Sonia Li was supported by the TaDA
Textile and Design Alliance during the previous grant
period. The temporary installation was showcased
at the final exhibition at the end of her residency.
TaDA promotes interdisciplinary works by artists
from all over the world that combine contemporary
art with textile innovation and tradition in Eastern
Switzerland.
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Photo: Ladina Bischof / TaDA (https://tada-residency.ch)

Further information:
www.empa.ch/web/s402/nanocoatings
www.sonialidesigns.com/

FUNDRAISING: NEW APPROACHES
MATERIALS FOR QUANTUM COMPUTERS
NET ZERO AT THE EMPA CAMPUS
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BUDDHAVERSE
Created at TaDA Residency / Arbon, Switzerland

Installation video: https://vimeo.com/soniali/buddhaverse
Sponsors: Lobra AG, Tisca AG, Filtex AG, EMPA

Digital Buddhaverse sponsored by 4Art Technologies / Zug, Switzerland
iPad / iPhone / Apple TV versions

Currently work in progress: https://vimeo.com/soniali/4artprogress

“My brain and my heart are my temple. My philosophy is kindness.” - 14th Dalai Lama

Through a seven year process of personal transformation, my entire identity shifted in

meaning. In dance I found personal truth, and it showed me how to move through my

existence in this world, ever-evolving to become a better version of myself. Within this

intensive period, I experienced multiple stages of neuroplasticity through the mind-body
connection, continually rewiring the brain and sculpting the body to lead to an open and
compassionate heart. Hinging on my research in Tibetan murals and the compassion
mandala - maps of enlightenment images used to enhance spiritual practice and the

home of the compassion deity - Buddhaverse is an artistic metaphor of a ‘divine temple’,

an installation symbolizing the exuberance and vitality of my internal world, incorporating
research in multi-sensory therapy to engage the senses. Laying in a field of grass under a

soft moving sky, visitors are immersed in murals of glowing flowers, nature and dancers as
deities. The flowers and herbs depicted are both grown and used medicinally in the Swiss
Alps and Himalayas, tied together by my time spent in Switzerland.

RIGHT: Buddhaverse, full view, installation 4 x 4 x 4 meters
PAGE 2: view of installation

PAGE 3: view of mural; full mural 16 x 4 meters
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Mandalas are used to enhance spiritual practice through imagery and meditation to
overcome suffering by healing a person's body, speech and mind. In essence,
mandalas represent enlightened qualities, and are important visual forms of
teaching to support living beings on the path to enlightenment.

The mandala is thought of as the 2D depiction of a 3D temple, the center being the
home of the deity. In Buddhaverse, I envision the installation to be the center of the
compassion mandala residing Chenrezig, the Buddha of Compassion. Inside the
center tent, there is moving rainbow light as a metaphor for the Tibetan Rainbow

Body Practice, the ultimate form of enlightenment where the practitioner’s physical
body transforms into rainbow light.

My artistic interpretation is infused with my research in multi-sensory therapy rooms,
a form of interactive emotional therapy for cognitive disabilities, where the patient

can feel understood and safe to be themselves. I wanted the center tent to provide

a warm and comforting visitor experience, using lush Tisca carpet and pleated sheer
fabric to create a semi-enclosed space.

The combination of western and eastern philosophies reinforces an experience

where visitors receive healing energies through bodily senses and positive thoughts.

PAGE 4: center tent details

top left - view from inside tent

top right - rainbow light inside tent

bottom left - Tisca fabric and Lobra floral cutouts close up

bottom right - tent interior lined with lasercut Tisca carpet in floral silhouettes
THIS PAGE:

top right - close up view of lasercut floral silhouettes with Lobra’s plastic films &
EMPA’s PET recycled silver plastic film

bottom right - lasercut & spray painted Tisca carpet in floral silhouettes
top left - Tibetan compassion sand mandala

middle left- an example of a multi-sensory therapy room, with interactive
items to touch and control

bottom left - a patient interacting with the bubble tube in a multi-sensory room
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TOP: digital mural design, printed by Lobra AG. Full mural 16 x 4 meters,
each panel 100cm width x 4 meters height

RIGHT: painting the printed mural panels with fluorescent paint
FAR RIGHT: Lukhang temple mural close up. The murals at the Lukhang

temple depicts the Buddhist’s view of the universe through tantric

spiritual and physical practices, reserved only for the advanced
practitioners. I was fascinated by these murals, and wanted to
make an artistic interpretation, resulting in the digital mural.
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The soft and billowy sky is a two hour video art, Heart Mandala, that comes from
a lineage of works with research in neurology, psychology and personal

experience in neuroplasticity, sponsored by the Taiwanese Ministry of Culture.
From my interest in multi-sensory therapy rooms, I consulted therapists and

psychologists in this specific modality, resulting in Orchid Rorschach, moving

optical illusions for dementia elderly, and made a prototype wand that allowed
them to move the images. I showed these images at the Dementia Arts &

Wellness program at the Lenox Hill Neighborhood House in NYC , and the
responses were very varied - some stared intensely, while others sang and
clapped happily.

In Movement, I made a series of one minute videos in an intuitive and free

flowing way after dance sessions. Very quickly I realized that depending on the
type of dance I was doing, the image making thought process was very varied,
tapping into the brain’s capacity to change, adapt and make new pathways.
For example, when I did ballet, the images were more symmetrical, with

elements staying in their own places, while contemporary dance resulted in
more dynamic motion and movement across the compositions.

I became interested in Tibetan murals when I came across a book on them.

Through reading about these Buddhist visual maps that depict the universe
and methods towards enlightenment, I wanted to create moving mural like

images, depicting my own artistic interpretations and symbols of spirituality,

working with water related images such as corals and fish. The soundscape is
a blend of healing frequencies, recorded nature and water sounds.

LEFT TOP: Orchid Rorschach video still, 2016

LEFT MIDDLE: demential elderly using Orchid Rorschach and interactive

wand at the Dementia Arts & Wellness program in NYC, 2016

LEFT BOTTOM: Movement video still, after ballet class, 2018

RIGHT TOP: Movement video still, after contemporary dance class, 2018
RIGHT MIDDLE: Heart Mandala video still, 2019-20

RIGHT BOTTOM: Heart Mandala video still, 2019-20
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PROCESS PHOTOS:

top row left to right - Lobra printed mural preparation for painting; painted mural panels in black light; layering black light experiment with materials from EMPA and Lobra; top photo layering black light experiment with spray paint, fluorescent paint and digital print; bottom photo layering black light experiment with fabric cut out and
iridescent Lobra materials; black light reactive layered artwork in collection of EMPA St. Gallen

bottom row left to right - installation parachute, projection, Filtex fabric and black light experiment; spray paint and fabric black light experiment; installation mock up concept image; center tent, projection and spray painted fabric in black light experiment; top left photo laser cutting process; top right photo spray painted and laser cut Tisca carpet;
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bottom left photo spray paint stencils; bottom right photo studio view of heat transfer and laminate experiments with Lobra plastic film materials

GENERAL SPECS:
-installation measures 4 x 4 x 4 meters (width x depth x height)
with room for expansion

-parachute is 24 feet / 7 meters in diameter, minimum 4 ultra
short throw projectors

-4 speakers

-minimum 4 LED black light fixture

-Currently stored at the Kunsthalle Arbon

DETAIL PHOTOS:
left - tent, mural and parachute view
top right - mural detail view

middle right - mural detail view

bottom right - mural detail view
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Visitors in the Buddhaverse
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THE FUTURE OF BUDDHAVERSE

Buddhaverse came from a seven year process of personal transformation. It

started when I realized I needed to change on an internal level to live my true

self, so I started seeing psychotherapy. The positive work lead to an interactive

sound installation, Whale, working with the theme of whale sounds as a metaphor
for the state of my internal world at that time of my life. Visitors lay on a vibrating
bed in complete darkness. When they speak into the microphone, their words

come back as whale sounds that vibrate through their bodies and move around
them, working with sound as a sculptural and physical material. The visitors
reported a variety of experiences , ranging from positive, happy to

overwhelming and intimidating. Each of these description is highly personal,
and reflects the visitors’ individual psychologies. Through the process of

transformation in dance, Buddhaverse now depicts my current internal world,

full of exuberance, vitality and compassion, transformed from the darkness of
Whale.

Combining the sound technology used in Whale, I envision Buddhaverse with
interactive technology, an art installation that comes alive when visitors and
dancers move in the space, where curtains sway, the ground vibrates, wind
blowing, and sound moving around the space. A chandelier symbolic of

Chenrezig, the Buddha of Compassion who has a thousand arms to help many
beings simultaneously, move and beam out rainbow light, referring to the
Rainbow Body practice and a metaphor for positive energy.

Whale: https://vimeo.com/soniali/whalefull

RIGHT: Buddhaverse technology diagram

LEFT TOP: a statue of Chenrezig, depicted with a thousand arms
LEFT MIDDLE & BOTTOM: Whale visitor images
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These are different renderings of Buddhaverse, larger than the current iteration of 4 x 4 x 4 meters, with the interactive technology.

TOP LEFT: original Buddhaverse installation rendering, with dancers and visitors
TOP RIGHT: center tent detail rendering view

BOTTOM RIGHT: Buddhaverse installation rendering at TaDA residency, conceptualized with materials from partner companies
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